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consistent with prior longitudinal studies showing that the occurrence
of depression is associated with worse glycemic control in patients

with diabetes [[cr19][cr21]]. this is a particular problem in people with
diabetes and existing chronic mental health conditions, such as

depression and anxiety [[cr22], [cr23]], although it is also of public
health relevance to other people with diabetes where depression may

be occurring more frequently than is detected. furthermore, it is
possible that poorer glycemic control is partly responsible for the

increased occurrence of depression in people with diabetes [[cr24],
[cr25]] and this may be independent of the causal direction of each.

nevertheless, it is plausible that poor glycemic control has
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implications for occurrence of depression and may be a factor
contributing to the decline in quality of life for people with diabetes

[[cr26]]. such associations are important to note, because they
suggest that interventions to improve diabetes care may be expected

to have associated benefits for the mental health of patients with
diabetes [[cr19][cr21]]. such associations are important to note,

because they suggest that interventions to improve diabetes care
may be expected to have associated benefits for the mental health of

patients with diabetes 5ec8ef588b
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